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share their extraordinary dream stories
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Dreampire is a vast dream collection where people share their most memorable dreams in
an audiovisual format. The magic of the moving images enhances the non-verbal layer of
the intimate, humorous, mystical dreams of regular people. Dream tellers lived a unique
story, of which they are the only witnesses. By telling the story, the dreamers become
creators.
Our Story
Dreams have been making people curious since they dream. The core team of Dreampire
were a handful of good friends who have been talking about capturing the dreams in a way
that the holistic, non verbal atmosphere of the dream shines through. That magic appears
when the dreamer performs, recalls her dream. The founders happen to all work in the
movie industry so they decided to give it a shot and they simply started to collect dreams.
At first, they wanted to create a documentary in the “speaking faces” genre, but after
thousands of dream recordings, they realized that there can be much more in the project
because dreams are more universal and constantly actual in our life - that was the point
when the idea of Dreampire popped out. A place where people can share their most
memorable dreams, connect with other dreamers whose dream experiences are similar and who knows, if the dreaming community reaches a critical mass, interesting patterns
may emerge reflecting the “dream state” of the world.
What we found so far…
Several dreams proved to be future predictors. With bigger sample and statistical analysis,
and higher “resolution, the base of these predictions can be further clarified.
Different cultures view the significance of dreams very differently but this unique view tells
a lot about the mindset of a culture. Like a language, dreams also the reflection of thinking.
Dreams can also teach us a lot about the general inner workings of our mind!
A love story also begun during a dream recording session. Who knows, maybe mutual
dreams will connect people who wouldn’t meet otherwise.
By verbalizing, we might understand our own dream better and others similar dreams can
bring insights to our own dream motives.

Our Vision
Mankind has put astronauts on the Moon but dreams are still a very mystic territory. We
believe that with big enough dream samples, a pattern will emerge, an evidence of a
collective consciousness might arise. What if dreams really have future predictor power?
That would be huge! One dream is just a mystical piece - but thousands of puzzle pieces
might complete a comprehensible picture. Is dreamland a medium of communication? Is
there connection between people who dream with the same motives? Are we connected
through our dreams somehow? These are all super fascinating questions for which the
Dreampire can bring answers.
The vision of Dreampire is to provide a showcase opportunity for the dreamers and at the
same time enable interaction between them. By connecting two dreamers who dreamt with
the same motive, fascinating things can happen: they may better understand their own
dreams through the reflection of the dream-mate’s dreams. Even without sharing, the
simple act of verbalizing dreams can bring out new details and clarify the whole
experience.
With enough data, a global dream state pattern will emerge which will tell a lot about us,
Mankind as a whole. We are tiny droplets in the ocean but which droplet wouldn’t be
curious to see the ocean?
The dreams might predict the future. Is it fiction or not? Analyzing the data, this question
will have much stronger grounds than ever before. And if the result is positive, that will be
a game changer. This is strongly fiction right now but Dreampire might present the proof.
Core Team
Erika Kapronczai (project manager, concept)
András Muhi (business, producer)
Linda Koncz (master collector)
+ 4 other members who are working on field collecting dreams
Muhi Zsófi
Muhi Klára
Muhi András
Révész Bálint
Resources
Check out the teaser video and get on Dreampire.com to let yourself entertained with the
extraordinary stories of more than 3000 dreamers! Here is a pick for you! :)
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